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grab definition meaning merriam webster May 27 2024 the meaning of grab is to take or seize by or as if by a sudden motion or grasp how to use
grab in a sentence synonym discussion of grab
grab synonyms 71 similar and opposite words merriam Apr 26 2024 synonyms for grab snatch seize catch get capture land snag nab antonyms of
grab miss release free drop discharge liberate loosen unhand
grab english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 25 2024 to take or take hold of something or someone suddenly i grabbed the rope and pulled myself
out of the water we d better get there early or someone else will grab the best seats take them first infml let s grab a sandwich get it and eat it quickly
before we leave
33 synonyms antonyms for grab thesaurus com Feb 24 2024 find 33 different ways to say grab along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com
grab definition meaning dictionary com Jan 23 2024 to seize suddenly or quickly snatch clutch he grabbed me by the collar synonyms catch grip grasp to
take illegal possession of seize forcibly or unscrupulously to grab land to obtain and consume quickly let s grab a sandwich before going to the movie slang
to cause a reaction in affect
grab verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Dec 22 2023 transitive grab something to take something for yourself especially in a selfish or
greedy way by the time we arrived someone had grabbed all the good seats she s always trying to grab the limelight transitive grab somebody something
to get somebody s attention
what is another word for grab wordhippo Nov 21 2023 find 2 279 synonyms for grab and other similar words that you can use instead based on 25
separate contexts from our thesaurus
grab definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 20 2023 when you grab something you clutch at it when a party goer breaks open a piñata the
other guests usually grab wildly at the candy that cascades out of it you can grab for the string of a balloon as it floats away or grab your friend in a hug
grab verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 19 2023 transitive intransitive to take or hold someone or something with your hand
suddenly firmly or roughly synonym seize grab something she grabbed the child s hand and ran he grabbed hold of me and wouldn t let go he grabbed her
around the throat and squeezed someone grabbed me from behind
grab definition in american english collins english dictionary Aug 18 2023 a grab is a device for gripping and lifting objects especially the hinged
jaws of a mechanical excavator an excavator with a huge grab was moving soil the slabs are handled by a hydraulic grab which stacks the slabs as close as
a foot apart
grab 36 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jul 17 2023 to hold someone or something he grabbed the rope and pulled it hard synonyms and
examples hold can you hold this for a moment clasp he reached out to clasp her hand grip the baby gripped my finger with her tiny hand clutch silent and
pale she clutched her mother s hand cling one little girl was clinging onto a cuddly toy hang on
27 healthy grab and go breakfast recipes taste of home Jun 16 2023 sweet or savory light or filling chewy or crunchy no matter what you like you can eat a
healthy breakfast on the go these grab and go ideas will keep you going until lunchtime no matter how busy you are
grab definition meaning yourdictionary May 15 2023 grab definition to snatch or try to snatch something to get possession of by unscrupulous methods to
capture or restrain arrest to get or take quickly to grab a bite to eat to seize or snatch suddenly take roughly and quickly a sudden attempt to grasp or hold
something made a grab for the railing
25 grab and go breakfast recipes to make your week a breeze Apr 14 2023 the recipes in this collection of egg bites muffins breakfast casseroles smoothies
and more make several servings that you can prepare ahead individually portion and then grab and go in less than 5 minutes some of them are specially
designed to freeze and heat up later
26 best grab and go breakfast foods eat this not that Mar 13 2023 simple stock up on these healthy breakfasts you can just grab and go from frozen
breakfast burritos to fiber rich oatmeal cups to sippable smoothies we have something on this list for all your healthy breakfast on the go needs
grab definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 12 2023 to take or take hold of something or someone suddenly i grabbed the rope and
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pulled myself out of the water we d better get there early or someone else will grab the best seats take them first infml let s grab a sandwich get it and eat
it quickly before we leave
meaning difference between to grab and to grasp Jan 11 2023 you grab a loaf of bread with stuffing and eat it you grab a stone and throw it at the
glass you grasp the ideas of a poem you grasp the techniques of solving a system of linear equations
on to grab and hold crossword clue wordplays com Dec 10 2022 the crossword solver found 30 answers to on to grab and hold 5 letters crossword clue the
crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles enter the length or pattern for better results click the answer to find
similar crossword clues
how to catch a taxi in tokyo quick guide tokyo cheapo Nov 09 2022 whether you re stranded after the last train or find yourself miles from the
closest train station knowing how to catch a taxi in tokyo is a skill that can come in mighty handy when you need it so let s here s what you need to know
there are still many questions about grab s fintech business Oct 08 2022 according to grab customer deposits in its digital banking business including both
singapore and malaysia reached s 479 million at the end of the first quarter 2024 up from 374 million in the
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